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About This Game

Two teams of adorable murder-bots duke it out over a number of rounds. One side attempts to plant and detonate bombs in their
opponents’ base, and the other, quite reasonably, attempts to stop them.

Designed for 4-versus-4 players, each round earns money (or "volts") which the teams can spend on outlandish equipment and
weaponry. Take a stealth suit, slip past the enemy’s defences and snipe from the shadows, or dive straight into the fray,

deflecting incoming shots with the reflector shield. Or toss a time bomb into the mosh-pit and watch as bullets and bots dance in
balletic slow-motion! Synchronize with your team to achieve the best strategy and claim ultimate victory!

Built especially for PC, with fluid controls tuned for WASD movement and mouse-aim.

Cool traversal abilities - dashing, teleportation, jet shoes and grappling hooks.

Five unique suits with abilities such as Time Distortion, Time Booster, Bullet Deflector, Cloaking, and Kinetic
Absorber!

Over 30 different kinds of weapons and tools!

Mecha-styled vehicles to bring to the battle!
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Damage-bonus hit zones including: head, eye and from behind!

10 maps at launch and more to come, plus workshop maps!

4 versus 4 multi-player with dedicated server software!

Customizable characters and UI/crosshair settings!

Cobalt WASD is a FAIR GAME and a FULL GAME!

No pay-to-win!

No loot crates!

No edition exclusives!

No day one DLC!
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Title: Cobalt WASD
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Oxeye Game Studio
Publisher:
Mojang
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2017
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This game is very fun and enjoyable. I like how each side has unique equipment and weapons.
I would however recommend to add 2 other sides such as the metaldroids or robots and ninjas.. no controller support
dlc sized game that should be an update
no couch party or local co op option
no servers with players on them
no one playing online
boring singleplayer with predictable ai
impossible to get into a match
i really miss the rolling from cobalt , removing it also made wasd seem elss strategic than the original

*there is a discord to find other people playing the game but i think that you shouldnt have to use that just to find other players
(if anyone actually uses it)*

what you are essentialy left with is an inferior version of cobalt that you have payed for which is made for online multiplayer
but cannot be used for that intended purpose so your stuck with offline singleplayer and even if you do have friends or family
with you to play with *you cant lol* the singleplayer that you do have is half baked and just boring so i do not reccomend
buying this game at all. Fun round based ecomomics system, Fast paced round, very fun with friend. Worth the $7 by far.. If I
had to describe the game in just a few words, it would be "Fast paced, 2D, Really freakin' cool CS:GO". I haven't played the
original Cobalt yet, so I can't say how this holds up as a second game but as a standalone game it is very good. The community
on Discord is super cool and always willing to play a game with you. Whenever you get a double/triple/team kill it is super
satisfying. You can just run around the map and swing like spiderman and shoot people with unique weapons. I wish there were
a bit more of the time slowing mechanic, becuase that seems to be a big seller for the game, however, I barely ever see it used in
game besides the occasional time bomb. Another issue is that games never really start, but this can be easily fixed by joining the
Discord server and just asking people to play with you. If I were you I would buy it, the game is pretty cheap and super
satisfying and fun to play.. Original cobalt, although fun, needed an investment in time to master the skills and controls.

However, Cobalt WASD is really user friendly. The game is similar in concept to CS:GO. The blue team has to to try to prevent
the red team from planting the bomb. Another great feature is the armour types. There are currently 6 amour types which have
different strengths. There is

chrono- move 3x faster than others.
Heavy- much more health
Stealth- Invisibility *heavy breathing*
Scouter- make an invicible shield around yourself and others
light armour- better than nothing!
metal face chrono- slow time... like neo

and other stuff... cba to write it all down.

Its really easy to jump into a game in a break for a few minutes and jump straight out again.

PROS:
currency based on ingame performance (eg killing an ememy)
employable tactics
easier to play than original Cobalt
Radiculously fun
Great community
regular content updates
a balanced class system
devs really open to feedback
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you can make maps and play them in game
customisation

CONS:
all online content (is this a con tho)

I would highly recommend this game
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This game takes a lot of the elements of the original Cobalt game and makes it more accessible to casual players. It has often
been compare to CSGO, but I feel like this game has an advantage in some areas. For instance:

-One can ride a mech with a railgun in its mouth

-have a nice shield

-throw a canister of liquid nitrogen right into someone's face

-can be like Spider-Man with a grappling hook (and kill/stun people whilst swinging)

-use a time gun to teleport behind someone and kill them with a sword

-use a jetpack with unlimited fuel

-throw jars of pure radiation

-create a room full of healing sentries

-slide backwards down a hill shooting a machine gun

-and much more...

Cobalt WASD is worth your money if you are looking for a fast-paced, diverse, and downright cool 2D shooter.. em NOBODY
is playing these game. And game is♥♥♥♥♥♥. What the hell... game is cool, but it's so dead.. i nutted on my keyboard. great
game i was hoping to get first review but i missed by a lot
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